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Background:
In a typical metacognition experiment, participants provide confidence judgments to predict
actual retrieval. Gamma correlations have been used to measure the accuracy of confidence
judgments. However, gamma does not specify the role of decision bias.
Objectives:
This study aimed to investigate the role of decision in recall by utilizing the Stochastic Detection
and Retrieval Model (SDRM).
Methods:
Adult volunteers were recruited and received $15 or credit for psychology courses in return for
their participation.
Participants were instructed to study word pairs (cue—target) and to predict the future recall
probability providing confidence ratings, which were elicited right after the offset of each item
(immediate condition) and after all the items had been studied (delayed condition). During the
test phase, participants were asked to type the target word when cued by the first word of the pair.
Then, the SDRM was applied to estimate criterion variability.
Initial results:
A strong relation exists between recall and confidence when recall confidence was judged after a
delay, as found in the literature. Further, this study generalizes the power of the SDRM, by
conducting unconstrained fits of individual data and performing statistical tests for the best-fit
individual parameter estimates across conditions. The fits of individual data provide mostly
consistent results with those of group data, showing no support for the explanation that the
greater accuracy after delay is due to a smaller variance during the retrieval process.

